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Abstract 
It is not sufficient that photogrammetrists and interpre

ters merely understand the mathematical meaning of ailrphoto 
scale. Inquiring into the role played by airphoto scale 
during the transmission of the geographic information accor
ding to In:forIDetion Theory not only has 8 theoretical value, 

but also gives a clearer guide for the choice of airphoto 

scale 8opropriate to the specific 8limso 

1. Gener8l review 
The scale of an airphoto, that is the ratio of a distance 
on the photo to that same distance on the ground, is one of 
the geometrical parameters used to construct the mathemati

cal model in photogr~etryo It is elso a basis for our es

timation of the absolute size of features in order to detect 
their attributes during photographic interpretation. There
fore, to study the properties of airphoto scale has a great 
signi:ficance in both theory and practice. 
Since an airphoto is the optical record of terrain scenery 
under the central projection it complies with the nerspec
tive orinciple which takes a larger image for the near ob
ject and a smaller one for the distant object. Consequently 
~, there appears a variation of scale throughout the whole 
photograph due to that the optical axis of the aerial camera 
is not exactly vertical and the earth surface is undulateo 
The dampener devices on the camera mount in the reodern air-
olane for taking aerial photographs has re en e 

to reduce those tilts of the camera axis into ss than 1° 
so the effect on airphoto scale resulted from the slight 

unintentional inclination of the optical axis becomes neg

ligible within the application range of an airphoto. For 
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most elementB'ry measurement applications, these photographs 

~re treated as being vertical without serious erroro Relief 
C8uses the distance of various objects on the ground to the 
c~mera to vary continuously within 8 certain range, which 
results in an infinite number of different scales on the 

photograph. On 8 photograph, areas of terrain at the higher 
elevetions lie closer to the camera at the time of exposure 

end therefore appear larger than corresponding areas lying 
~t lower elevationso However, the maximum difference of re
lief within the limits of an airphoto is usually much less 
than flying height, thus the scale variation of feature im-

8ges on 8 whole photo is less remarkable than that of obtjects 
on any picture taken from groundo Therefore'J it is often 
convenient and aesirable to use an average scale for an en
tire photograph to calculate the approximation of the true 

dimensions for feature images throughout an airphotoo This 

is a common w~ adopted during the visual airphoto interpre
tationo 
An aerial photograph is 8, collection of feature images 

reduced by optical projection ri'ccording to the predetermined 

scale 0 Photo scale is often considered just as a particular 
fa'ctor of optical reduction by major! ty o:f photogrammetrists 
and interpreterso They analyse it and study various methods 

of its calculation like discussion of any continuous function 
with certain limits and keep the examination of airphoto 
scale on that levelo 

The author thinks that since the use of airphotos is an im

portant way to acquire the geographic information over a 
broed scope, it will greatly open up the knowledge about the 

physic81 significance of that parameter if one inquires deep

ly into 8 role played by airphoto scale during the transmis

sion of the geographic information according to Information 
Theoryo This paper 1s 8, tentative attempt at following the 

above-mentioned idea.o 
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e ion information content on a e 

airphoto 

use the popular black-and-white panchromatic film to dis

cuss the estimation of information content on a single airphoto 

• However, rno of its conclusions is Bsible to be spread on 
colour photoso 

It is 8\ common knowledge that an airphoto is the record of 

light energe cted from s ge ing into the view 
field of the c~~~~~ marne of exposureo ........... , __ ..... 8 on an 

,9irnhoto convey i the speci geographic informa-
tion which is sought by themo To some eytent characteri-

stics Rre similar to the aranee ones of objects 

which 81:"e often the naked eyeso A systematic study 

of aerial photographs usually involves a consi on of these 

characteristics such as tone,shape,size,pattern,texture and 
shadow. (In colour photos there is an add in hue,brightness 

and saturation as wello) Vie1Ating an airphoto before one's eyes 

seems to be a simple analogue to look at the distant earth 

surf'ace f'rom the airo Exoerience shows that seeing a far sce

ner.y has some limitations to identifacation on it only relying 
upon the appearance characteristics, that is, there exi s 

uncertainty with it. This uncertainty is less for some atures 

and more for the otherso Similarly, identification and classi

fication from the image characteristics on airphotos bring out 

a different reliabilityo With a statistics standpoint there 

are the unequal probabilities Pts of interpretation for the 

nifferent image characteristics of a particular feature S 0 

The average geographic information contained by the image cha

racteristics of that feature can be determined by the entropy 

of S , called H(S), according to Irrformation Theory, i.e .. 
n 

HCS)== -r;; As L09z As (bits) (1) 
1 1 r area features aforementi 

cteristics, namelyn ; 1 ar features are short of 
texture and shadow, son 0 tute the prevailing 

components of classification in airphoto interpretation\) If' 



+'he total r of Bble or desirable cl cation on 

A photograuh amounts to m , the information content H eyt
racted ~rom a single ohoto is equal to the following: 

H=~H(5)=-5~~Pi5LOj2PLS (bits) (2) 
Unfortunately, Rt present there is lack of' a widespread and 
prof'ound study to the stochastic behaviour which the image 
characteristice show in the interpretation per:formanceo Con .... 

sequently one could not obtain any experimental estimate of Pts 
80 that eauation (2) has only 8 theoretical sense. Some inve .... 
stigators a<dont 8n approach to analyse the irrformation content 
of' a given a-irnhoto by means of imitating the scanned imegeso 

They use the scanning microdensitometer to digitize photo images 
line by line one pixel after another in each lineo In this 
orocedure data from a whole airphoto are converted to an as-
sembly of the discrete brightness values or gray levels in 
number tens of thousandso If' the dynamic range to quantify 

images amounts to m ( Up to 256 or more gray levels can be 

t8ken with the newest microdensitometer nowadayso)9 the number 

o:f scanned lines is equal to K and each line consists of n 
pixels 9 then the m~ximum information content of an entire photo 
should be equal to 

H =. n k L~3 2 n1 ( bi t s ) ( 3 ) 

'FOY' orcinary observers the discernible gray range of bla:ck-
and-whi te images is about twenty levels 9 i.8 0 rfl ~ 200 Sup

nose the minimum image area distinguishable by naked eyes is 

a. and the efficient image area on a photo is limited to A 0> 

Thus the information content from visual interpretation may be 

estimated by A 
A· ') ~4'32-H = - Loa ,,-0.-... Q 
Cl. J2 

(bits) (4) 

When using mrphotos wi th 23c.m square format for interpreta-

tion and excluding the marginal P8rts of' photograph due to 
the poor quality of imagery, let the efficient interpretable 
8:rea be A =2Ox20Ctn2 Blnd assume that the minimum area, unit dis .... 

cernible with naked eyes is a. =lmtrl1 ." one can calculate the 
following result from (4) 

H =- if.. 32 x -? 00 ; 2 0 
D ::;::, 1 ' 73 ;< I 0 5 ( bit s ) ( 5 ) 
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This means the maxtmum information acquired b.:;Y visual inter

pretatlon from the black-and-white panchromatic film is less 
than 2xlOS bitso Table 1 gives information contents provided 
by (~, ~O~ three commonly used airphotos ~~th a condition o~ 

a.. ::: Imm20 

TClbLe f. Intt'rt"e La.t/on.. between it1fcrmcvt:cn c.onte (It 
o..ncl forYr"lat size of o .. irphofC 

For'Yr')u.t size 
Ch'l

2
1 )8 x 18 23 

-
><.23 30)(30 

EffiCient o..rea. A M rr')2 225eo 4 o DOO 72 900 I 
--r---' 

1 n-{o (,yr, 0-. t"Ori 5 
/ ' 

ccntt;V\t bits o·97xJO 

--.,. --_. -... - ................... ----·---·--··-1 
s 5 5' I 73 :< (O __ ~~_o __ 1 

3~ Relationship between scale and information 

As everyone knows the amount of details shown in an aerial 

photograph is dependent, among other things, on the scale or 
the ohotographo It is easy to make out that situation in COID

PaTison with airohotos which all have been taken over the same 

area but in different scales. Does it imply that the photo 

taken with a larger scale contains more geographic information 

than that with a smaller scale provided those two airphotos 

h~:'v€~ the same format? From the familiar formula as follows 
_t f ( ) M=H 6 

one knows scale ~ is a function of the focal length f of the 

camera used to aCQuire the image and flying height above the 

ground H ~rom which the image was taken. Figures 1 and 2 illu

S+~Ate the situations respectivelyo From figure 1 we can see 

that for a constant flying height the width of the ground area 
covered by a photo varies inversely with focal lengtho Conse

Quently, nhotos taken with shorter focal length lenses have 

larger areas of coverage then do those taken with longer focal 

length lenseso For any gi ven focal length lens) the width of 
the ground area covered by a photo changes directly with flying 
height above terrain (See fi~lre 2)Q In a word, the ground 

coverage of g photograph with smaller scale is broader than 

that o:f a photograph with larger scale in the case of using 
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aT\Y aerial maDPing camera vIi th a fixed frame 0 We have to note 
the trade-ef:fs- between the ground area covered by an image 

ano the object detail available in ea'ch of the photographs 0 

Table 2 provides the variations of both scale and ground 
coverage with flying heights for "8 single photo based on 
1-5204 mm focal .... length camera having a 23 em square format 0 

To..ble 2 _ The effec. -t On photo scale Ctnc1 rnte.rpr-e 
srOlA,f'1d e4.y-eo.- dlA€ to 0_ vo..rj o...tion of -fLy 

The photo scale adopted for extracti.ng the maximum information 
should meet the user demands on the quality indices of both 
interpretation and measuremento While selecting it in common 
practices one needs to compromise with the other factors such 
as cost 9 amount 0:[' field work etc 0 on the last de-cisiono., 
The geographic information carried by airphoto images belongs 
to the realm of spatial ini'ormation in a broad senseo The in

formation content computed by means of' probability and stati

stics has taken no account of any concrete demand and sense 
of' users. In fact, the objective im:ormation passed on by 

image characteristics should not be confined just t'Q the out

ward appearance or grammatical interpretation of features, we 
need to c,onsider more basic contents such as the relationship 

between ima,ge and its corresponding object (semantic character) 
~s well as the resulted impression on interpretere (use value) 
during ~irphoto Interpretationo Especially the value of iIi..:for
matio·n is directly related to not only how long airphotos have 
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been n but also how about S onal backgro4nd 

surroundings of interpreterso Moreover, the validity or relia

bility of the extracted information from airphotos depends on 
the practical experience of each interpreterD Users of sirpho
to from different disciplines usually have their own demands 

of classification in which they are interestedo In the inven
tory of land resources, for example, one requires to recognize 

any cultivable lando Therefore the minimum area of discerni,ble 
farmland will become an important reason to select the suitable 

scale of airphotoo 
Furthermore, an obvious difference between the feature images 
on ohotographs and the graphic symbols on maps a in that the 

former has a continuous ation gray toneo Quite often it 
is not easy to find out an accurate boundary between neighbour .... 

ing features on airphotoso> For instance, there is usually a 
wide tra~nei tien zone from forest area to grassland where the 

woods are sparse¢; Consequently, the total of photo images con

stitutes a fuzzy seto> In order to identify each fuzzy figure 

as a correct species we have to consider the fuzzy information 

conveyed by image characteristicso Although there is lack of 
the unified method to achieve 8' quanti tati ve a'nalysis of the 

generalized information at present, one should never forget 
about it during reseaches for the relationship between 

and informationo> 
Generelly speaking, those photo scales proposed by various 
professianal interpreters from their working experience over 
a long period of time are considered as the ones to satisfy 

a best extraction of the specific information from imageso> 
For example, in general interpretation for the purpose of 

topographic mapping one of the empirical formulas suggested 
to select the proper scales has a form 8S 

M =2000)(AxRx.6D (7) 

where M represents the denominator in the anal expres-

sion of 8cale; A the minimum length of ground targets in 

meters;- R the compound resolution of the photographic aye""" 

tem in lines per millimeter;: LlD the contre:st ofs given 
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filmG One should, in a~y case, allow for unforeseen circum
stancee during aoplication of that formula" 

40> me· influence on transmitting information through 
images due to a variation of scale 

An airphoto itself is an epitome of the ground truth getting 

into the view field of the camera lenso> It has stored some 
geographic information in en area of the earth surface con

cerned by its userso> When viewing photographs stereoecopically 

with stereoscopes or 'directly by eyes at all one has a pos

~~ibili ty to aetect the necessgry information through the va

rious image charaeteristicso> 
Experience shows that observing the close scene one can see 
not only a number of ind! vidual small targets but also many' 

details of a large objecto> However, because of the limit of 
visual angle the accessible scope of space becomes relatively 
narrow and small so that we are restricted i,n recogni t-ion of 
macroscopic sceneo> On the contrary, when looking ahead and 
towards the distant mountains oneo can see a broad green end 
luxuriant picture, and identify it as a vegetationo> However 
i-t is much difficult to doa division of that landscape into 
woodland, shrub~ pa.sture or anything eiseo> Besides the un
dulate mountain ridges separating the earth :from the sky one 

can not find out an.y other clear boundary on the green back"
ground 0 

Airphotos with larger scales pr'Ovide more possibility to be 

photographed for ti~y features within the view field of the 
camera and reduce the uncertainty to recognize those features 

, thus classification may be improved from coarse to fineo> 
Viewing airphotos of large scale is more or less similar to 
observe the near scene on fieldo> However, owing to a limited 
ground coverage it is not easy to recognize some geolOgical 

structures 'tvi th success! ve I1nearmente in a. naTrow range ~ 
When photo scale changes :from large to small it makes more 
and more features on the broader scope squeeze in the cons-
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tant view field of the camera 0, Because of a f~ni te resolution 
or the ohotographlc pystem the number of pixels occupied by 

e!!lch -feature reduces rapidly, which leads the entire images 
on the original photo with 8 larger scale to be contract into 
a part of the smaller scale one with the same formato The 
information content of that part is compr~ssed together with 

the other oneso However9J sucb e compression of' information is 
not completely analogous to the cartographic generalization 
during compilation of" smaller scale maps based on the larger 
scale oneso Cartogranhic generalization is primarily controlled 
by the artificial rules, but the phenomenons happening on 
imagery during conversion to ~the smaller scale where the dimen

sion of" 8111 images is reduced in accordance with the same pro

portion and adjoining images partly are merged as well as some 

details disappear are due to the decrease of the viewing angle 
of features themselves to the camera lens and the attenu8tion 
o-f their reflected light energeo For example at very large 

seales" eogo l::lOOO~ the leaves of a tree will contribute to 

the textu:r'e of' the branches which are themselves individual 

vlsibleo At a smaller scale 91 eogo 1920000~ the entire crown 
of the tree contributes to the texture of' 8' forest areso Thus 
one CB'n finn the effect of compression on the geographic infor
mation through the textures exhibited by the same feature in 

d'l-r-rerent scalese> 
Though photographs with lar'ger 8C ale have a higher accuracy of 
measurement tha.n the opposites, with an increase of ground eo
verage some geographic information of which many photos of' 
large scale are short will gain nodoubtedly on the ones of 

small scaleo Furthermore, the latter provides a wider room f'or 
logical reasoning according to site or loeation of objects in 
relation to other :features during interpretationa 

5Q> ·Conclusion 

Alrphoto scale has been considered as one of parameters on1y~:for 

construction of the matherne-tical model in photogrammetryfor a 
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long time 0 Its cal meaning is by 

everybody as a on factor in the perspective proje on 

of groundc However pe hed profoundly ana'lysed its 

physical significanceo- An increasing application of Informa

tion Theory in tr8nsmission and processing of remotely sensed 
data created ~n extremely favourable condition for our 

best underste:nding sirphoto scalec We knOW' that the process 
:from aerial photo~~aphy to photographic interpretation repre-

s' a transmi on saing of the agraphic irrfor-

the 

t 

on to the o:ffic8e It is due to a choice of 
that a variety of' the geographic irrformation in 

is B'ble to be compressed on pho-

:formats whi are to users 

for 0> Therefore" in 8;ccordance wi th the viewpoint 
of transmitting agraphic fnf'armation airphoto scale 

Beems to be a compre on factor of informgtiono 
The ous discussion shows th8t the information content 
of a single photo does not solely depend upon a given scalee 

content 
by 

ze has elsa 8: grea!t influence on the information 
photographso The ographic information passed on 

stics belongs in the ones of broad senseo-

is not comprehensive to estimate the information content 

only by means probability and statisticso As Information 
Science 1s progressing the author cOIlvince th8it 

the more ef'ficient method for e.n overall evaluation of the 
airphoto information will be found in the near futureo 

cemer~s e fixed frame size , so the 

of' photo sc~le exerts a direct influence on the 
ground area covered by a single photo e Airphotos taken with 

larger scales have smaller area of coverage but provide more 

on of' feature details and 88 higher measuring 

s can cover 81 

scope c i 

tion more opposites. Selecting appro-

priate photo seales should at first meet the requirements :for 
interpretation and me8~surement of specific purposes 1 and at 
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the same tirre give consideration to the factors such as 

cost and amount of field work so as to do some modlficationB 

To sum up, we can see that it does not only have a theoretical 

value but also give a clearer guide for the choice of photo 

$ cale appropriate to the special aims to inquire into the ro,le 

played by photo scale during the transmission of the geographic 

information according to Information Theoryo 
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